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Abstract
Across Latin American and Caribbean countries (LACs), the fight against dementia
faces pressing challenges, such as heterogeneity, diversity, political instability, and
socioeconomic disparities. These can be addressed more effectively in a collaborative setting that fosters open exchange of knowledge. In this work, the Latin American
and Caribbean Consortium on Dementia (LAC-CD) proposes an agenda for integration
to deliver a Knowledge to Action Framework (KtAF). First, we summarize evidence-
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based strategies (epidemiology, genetics, biomarkers, clinical trials, nonpharmacological interventions, networking, and translational research) and align them to current
global strategies to translate regional knowledge into transformative actions. Then
we characterize key sources of complexity (genetic isolates, admixture in populations,
environmental factors, and barriers to effective interventions), map them to the above
challenges, and provide the basic mosaics of knowledge toward a KtAF. Finally, we
describe strategies supporting the knowledge creation stage that underpins the translational impact of KtAF.
KEYWORDS

biomarkers, clinical trials, dementia, Latin America, epidemiology, evidence-based recommendations, genetics, knowledge to action framework, networking and translational research, nonpharmacological interventions

1

INTRODUCTION

decreased prevalence from Europe and the United States).11 In addition, it presents various relevant risk factors, including a remarkable

Despite its global scope,1–6 dementia poses distinctive perils for Latin

heterogeneity of genetics and social determinants of health (SDH).

American and Caribbean countries (LACs).1,7–10 This region has a

Regional clinical trials and non-pharmacological interventions are

high and increasing prevalence of dementia (between 7.1% and 11.5%

limited and biomarker research is lagging behind. More coordinated

among individuals 65+ years of age, compared with lower, stable, or

networking and translational research will help address existing and
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new challenges, such as those brought by the severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic, which will likely
burden vulnerable populations across LACs.12,13 The goal of this Policy
Forum is to propose a Knowledge to Action Framework (KtAF) allowing
regional challenges to be addressed through both local initiatives and
global dementia strategies (see Panels for specific goals of this article).
In addition, the proposed KtAF should enable regional knowledge to
The Latin American and Caribbean Consortium on Dementia (LACCD1 , an initiative supported by the Alzheimer’s Association and the
Global Brain Health Institute, encompassing over 250 experts, see
below) has identified priority areas (see Figure 1), which present disregion.1

In order

of priority, these areas include: (1) risk factors for dementia and nonpharmacological interventions, (2) epidemiological and genetic studies,
(3) biomarkers for dementia, (4) clinical trials, and (5) networking and
translational research. These areas and their associated challenges are
in accordance with knowledge available and regional needs previously
highlighted by LAC-CD (see Supplementary Material 1).
We have organized our proposal based on the knowledge-to-action
approach.14

1. Systematic review: The authors reviewed the literature
using traditional sources (eg, PubMed, see Panel 3).
Although an integrated strategy for facing dementia in
Latin American Countries (LACs) has not yet been developed, recent publications describe different aspects of

more reliably inform such global strategies.

tinctive challenges and unique opportunities for the

RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

An initial step consists of integrating the creation and

application of relevant knowledge. To this end, we briefly introduce the
origins of LAC-CD and explain the need for a regional KtAF. To make a
case for a LAC KtAF, we rely on two levels of evidence. One supports
the most relevant challenges linked to each priority area (Section 3).

dementia in LACs that will be important to address in an
integrated strategy.
2. Interpretation: We present t recommendations for the
knowledge creation stage of the knowledge-to-action
framework (KtAF), including: (a) identifying risk factors and nonpharmacological interventions, (b) accurate
epidemiological data, (c) gathering biomarker data, (d)
enhancing capacity for clinical trials, and (e) networking
and translational research. We first synthesize available
knowledge and challenges, and then discuss strategies to
tailor and implement actions that can promote the use
of knowledge (evidence-based actions and recommendations).
3. Future directions: We propose a framework for the generation of a KtAF, as well as steps needed to monitor
knowledge use and develop an outcome evaluation process.

The second supports recommendations drawn from relevant regional
and global initiatives (Panel 2 summarizes these main recommendations in order of priority). Based on these, we introduce the plan formulation (Section 4), assessing the implementation and action cycle of

the region came together to discuss the barriers faced by practitioners

the KtAF. By integrating levels of evidence and contextual challenges

(see Annexes 1 to 4 and Figure 2 for a brief overview of current initia-

that will need to be addressed as part of the KtAF’s action cycle (Sup-

tives). Thereupon, LAC-CD has explored the realities of the region and

plementary Material 3), we propose five workgroups. We performed a

used such knowledge to propose the action plan presented here (see

regional review (see the search strategy and selection criteria in Panel

Supplementary Material 1 for more information about the history of

3) presented in Supplementary file 5 (Annex 1: epidemiologic studies,

LAC-CD).

Annex 2: clinical trials, Annex 3: local and regional research initiatives,

Such first-generation knowledge was synthesized, leading to

and Annex 4: initiatives for public policies and awareness); these are

second-generation knowledge.14 The latter constitutes the founda-

discussed across the manuscript and summarized in Figure 2. Annexes

tions of the present action plan. To effectively implement our KtAF

provide an extended source of information supporting the current pol-

we also need third-generation knowledge. This entails specific tools

icy narrative. In addition, they offer a systematic and integrated refer-

that can guide processes involved in knowledge generation and use.14

ence point for clinicians, researchers, and policymakers working on epi-

Via workgroups focusing on the priority areas identified here, the

demiological studies, clinical trials, research initiatives, and public poli-

KtAF will ensure consistency in the use of knowledge across LACs,

cies in the region. A glossary of definitions and terms is provided in Sup-

its communication to relevant stakeholders, its mapping to global

plementary Material 4.

strategies, and the timely incorporation of new ensuing knowledge
to the KtAF. The lack of such a knowledge-based structure has long
precluded harmonization of research and clinical practices in LACs,

2

THIS POLICY FORUM

preventing regional initiatives from attaining necessary and welldeserved visibility. With such foundations in place, LAC-CD can enter

2.1

Setting the context for a KtAF

an action cycle. We will discuss how such a cycle (the driving force
of the KtAF) will allow stakeholders to adapt knowledge, monitor its

A key step in delivering a KtAF is knowledge inquiry, a process resulting

use, and generate new knowledge. We envisage that this proposal

in natural, largely unrefined, first-generation knowledge.14 LAC-CD’s

will become the roadmap for the convergence of regional and global

inquiry efforts began in 2015, when a group of dementia experts from

dementia initiatives, allowing the former to eventually inform the
latter. It will also provide a tool for monitoring regional progress in the

1

http://lac-cd.org/en/home/

fight against dementia.
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2.2

Operationalizing LAC-CD’s KtAF

ferential effects of alcohol use, education, lifetime sanitary conditions,
and cerebrovascular risk factors. Although characterizing specific risks

The key areas of LAC-CD’s KtAF have been appraised by all co-authors.

factors affecting LACs is beyond the scope of this work, we provide a

Their priority has been ranked and their associated challenges rated.

brief summary of risk factors for dementia in LACs in Supplementary

The resulting knowledge and syntheses have been endorsed by a

Material 2.

large network, paving the way for third-generation knowledge, that is,
tools.14

Drivers of cognitive reserve and resilience in LACs poorly understood (Pri-

To this end, we propose a plan that outlines and

ority Rating: 28.5%, Time window: next 0-5 years). Cognitive reserve is

describes core actions of the KtAF, grounded in planned-action theo-

affected by the interaction of genetic and environmental factors.22 The

ries (ie, identifying and controlling factors that impact the likelihood

admixture of Amerindians, Europeans, and Africans found in LACs is

knowledge

problem15 ).

This plan will help LAC-

thought to influence cognitive reserve in ways that differ from those

CD to enter an action cycle following theses milestones: (a) adapt-

identified in high-income countries (HICs). Recent reports highlight the

ing knowledge to local contexts; (b) assessing challenges to knowledge

unequal impact of diverse environmental factors on LACs.12,23 There

access and use; (c) selecting, tailoring, and implementing actions; (d)

seems to be a consensus that available models of cognitive and brain

monitoring knowledge use; (e) evaluating outcomes; and (f) sustaining

reserve, which consider high educational levels, high intellectual func-

the KtAF.14

tioning, and healthy lifestyles as their building blocks,24 may not pro-

of effecting change in each target

vide valid accounts to explain trajectories of cognitive aging in low
and middle income countries (LMICs).25 Factors modulating cogni-

3

KNOWLEDGE CREATION

tive reserve are poorly understood in the context of low educational
levels24 and limited access to socio-educational programs. Neverthe-

This section addresses the challenges and knowledge gaps in each pri-

less, the prevalence and incidence of dementia is higher among illiter-

ority area. Figure 1 shows the priority areas, related challenges, and

ate people.26 With the 56% of dementia cases in LACs being accounted

timeliness of proposed actions. Priority levels were assigned to core

for by modifiable risk factors,12 the potential of the region to inform

areas and challenges via knowledge inquiry. Co-authors of this work

cognitive reserve models and support dementia prevention initiatives

ranked the five areas and associated challenges in order of priority.

is unique.

The values in the figure indicate the percentage of respondents from

Absence of country/region comparative research and interventions (Pri-

the total number of experts (coauthors) who rated these within the top

ority Rating: 28.3%, Time window: next 0-5 years). Most ongoing inter-

two priorities, as these would more likely capture areas needing urgent

ventions in the region (described in Annex 4) do not consider criti-

actions. Respondents also rated whether each challenge needs to be

cal risk factors or systematic comparisons between countries. Thus

addressed in the short (0-5 years) or long (5-10 years) term. For the lat-

the scarcity of national/regional comparative research and interven-

ter, we calculated the average proportion of responses within the two

tions preclude the identification of more detailed country-specific

time periods.

and cross-country risk factors and the development of interventions that can be either tailored or harmonized. For instance, education, literacy, verbal fluency, and motor sequencing are outcomes

3.1
Risk factors for dementia and
non-pharmacological interventions

linked to protection against the onset of dementia in LMICs.27
Because these factors also protect against dementia onset in highincome countries (HICs), they may provide tools to develop pro-

LAC-specific risk factors (Priority Rating: 32.2%, Time window: next 0

tocols that can be better harmonized across regional and global

to 5 years). Thirty-five percent of dementia cases around the world

initiatives.

factors16,17

such as childhood educa-

Limited number of regional initiatives (Priority Rating: 22.7%, Time win-

tion, midlife hearing loss, hypertension, obesity, unhealthy diets, later-

dow: next 0-5 years). Of 93 regional initiatives identified (see Annex

life smoking, depression, physical inactivity, social isolation, and dia-

3 for a description of current national and regional research initia-

betes. However, in LACs, the percentage increases to 56%,18 seem-

tives), only 4 included the word “risk” in the title. Moreover, only

ingly due to a combination of cultural, political, and economic fac-

3 initiatives addressed issues around “cognitive training” in demen-

tors, among others. In particular, the vast socioeconomic inequalities

tia and related disorders. Despite its relatively low priority, 72.5%

within countries (and across the region) reduce access to basic human

of respondents considered that this challenge needs to be addressed

needs and health services, which, combined with a higher exposure

in the short-term (0-5 years). The preventive World Wide FIN-

to multiple risk factors, seemingly increase the prevalence of demen-

GERS study has been recently extended to LACs.28 Another proto-

tia. Data from Brazil suggest that by modifying risk factors such as

type example is the Strengthening Responses to Dementia in Devel-

low educational attainment, physical inactivity, midlife hypertension,

oping Countries (STRiDE) running in different LACs (see Panel 2).

midlife obesity, depression, smoking, and diabetes mellitus, the coun-

Hence, there is a positive context in the region to promote initia-

try could potentially reduce the prevalence of dementia by 16.2% by

tives aimed at better characterizing and addressing risk factors for

2050.19

dementia.

seem to be explained by risk

Prospective

studies20,21

have provided evidence on the dif-
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F I G U R E 1 Priority levels assigned to core areas and challenges via a knowledge inquiry and related actions timelines. Co-authors of this work
were presented with a survey and were asked to rank the five areas and associated challenges in order of priority. We calculated the percentage of
respondents who rated these within the top two priorities and used these to rank both areas and challenges. The right inset shows the timeline for
the proposed actions described in Section 4. Experts were also asked to deliver their views about a feasible timeline to address these challenges
and actions (0-5 or 5-10 years) (% = Mean % of responses)

3.2

nesses an unprecedented growth of aging and dementia rates.69 In the

Epidemiological and genetic studies

65-69 year age group, dementia prevalence is twice as high in LACs
Genetic-environmental conditions (Priority Rating: 36.2%, Time window:

compared with developed countries.26 Some authors12 acknowledged

next 5-10 years). Lifelong exposure to interacting genetic and envi-

that the use of paper and pencil tests developed in HICs to detect cog-

ronmental factors associated with increased risk of dementia29–32

nitive impairment in low educated individuals may impact diagnosis,

could drive the phenotypic heterogeneity of dementia in LACs.1,7–10,33

even with education-adjusted cut-off scores. Lack of cultural validity

At the genetic level, LACs host population isolates of rare gene

across assessment tools, together with limited understanding of and

mutations2,4–6,33

that cause neurodegenerative diseases (eg, familial

training in dementia diagnosis, present LACs with such significant chal-

AD, Huntington disease, ataxia, Parkinson disease, and frontotempo-

lenges which, for the majority of experts (80.9%), require immediate

ral dementia, and so on7,34–55 ). Such highly informative groups may

actions (0-5 years).

be more common than currently known due to ancestry and admixed
backgrounds.1,8,35

Awareness and Stigma (Priority Rating: 23.7%, Time window: next 0-

Genetic studies of immigrants from LACs

5 years). Low awareness and stigma have proved a barrier to early

have confirmed the influence of such isolates.9,56 Recent Polygenic

characterization of dementia.1,25,26,70–72 Both factors are pervasive

Risk Scores (PRSs) to identify individuals at risk for dementia are

in LACs.73 Senior Latinos find it difficult to talk about cognitive eval-

promising57–60 but < 3% have been developed from Latino, admixed, or

uation because discussing cognitive and mental health is considered

genetic

indigenous

populations.61

Large consortia have assessed genetic sus-

ceptibility mostly in HICs, but other regions, including LACs,1,3

a taboo.74 Messages used to promote awareness are often found to

remain

be vague and produce feelings of guilt. Poor awareness is also found

understudied. Thus it is expected that different levels of genetic risk

among health care providers. In Chile, 51% of health professionals from

may selectively affect the prevalence of dementia in this region. For

different professional areas considered that their knowledge about

instance, the impact of rare variants (TREM2, PLCG2, and ABI3) on the

dementia was insufficient and 81% did not feel prepared to care for a

Argentinian population highlights different features of LAC admixed

person with dementia.71

populations.62

At the environmental level, socioeconomic status (SES)

Language barriers and racial/ethnic diversity (Priority Rating: 20.7%,

and social determinants of health (SDH), which signficantly influence

Time window: next 0-5 years). The cultural and ethnic heterogeneity of

the prevalence of dementia,63 reveal larger inequalities in LACs than

LACs has long hindered several dementia strategies.1,25,75 Although

health,64

and, together

Spanish and Portuguese are the two most widely spoken languages,

with SES,65 increase the risk for dementia in Latinos.66 Relatedly, social

Latin America is a hotspot of linguistic diversity. There are 455 liv-

stress, social deprivation, among other factors, also contribute to the

ing languages in the region. The linguistic diversity in LACs stands

high dementia prevalence in LACs.67,68

in stark contrast to that of Europe, where 287 have been recorded.

in HICs. SDH are strong predictors of brain

Diagnosis procedures (Priority Rating: 32.2%, Time window: next 0-

One area particularly impacted by this linguistic diversity is cogni-

5 years). Dementia diagnosis requires well-developed connections

tive assessment. Tools used to support diagnosis have been trans-

between primary and secondary care, a need currently unmet in LACs.1

lated rather than locally developed, thus lacking in cultural valid-

Compared to European and North American countries, this region wit-

ity. In 2010, there were 42 million indigenous people living in the
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F I G U R E 2 Geographical distribution of (A) epidemiological studies, (B) clinical trials, (C) local and regional research initiatives, and (D)
government policies to support dementia in LACs. Data used to build this figure can be found in the Annexes 1 to 4

continent, corresponding to 8% of the total population. About 34 mil-

3.3

Biomarkers for dementia in LACs

lion (80.1%) live in Bolivia, Guatemala, Mexico, and Peru. Most of
these individuals live in urban areas and are bilingual, but their edu-

The biomarkers agenda in the region faces important challenges. The

cational level is lower than other groups.12 The prevalence of demen-

survey revealed that only 18.4% of the experts rated this area in

tia among indigenous populations appears to be higher than in non-

the two top priorities. Considering recent international consensuses,

indigenous populations,76 and they are more vulnerable to cognitive

which stress the importance of biomarker evidence to support the bio-

disorders.12,77

logical definition of dementia,78–80 this low percentage is noteworthy.
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The challenges prioritized by LAC-CD experts provide insight on the

Annex 2 for a review of availably initiatives identified in clinicaltri-

underlying reasons.

als.gov and Figure 2.A) identified 10 involved countries. The issue, then,

Access and Coverage (Priority Rating: 43.4%, Time window: next 0-

is not only a limited number of clinical trials running in LACs but also the

5 years). To gather the evidence required by the NIA-AA biomarker

poor representativeness of such trials. Of the identified clinical trials,

framework (ie, amyloid beta [Aβ] and pathologic tau), sophisticated

89% were linked to five countries. According to clinicaltrials.gov, the

diagnostic procedures are needed. The LAC-CD’s knowledge inquiry

majority of clinical trials (in general) are conducted in Brazil, Mexico,

reveals that several LAC research centers will not have access to these

Colombia, and Argentina. LACs are considered one of the unexplored

biomarkers anytime soon.1,25 Although highly relevant, the biomarker

regions for Clinical Trials, harboring about 6% of the total active stud-

framework78 for AD will pose greater challenges to LMIC. For instance,

ies in the world and about 11% of total studies.

one of the most expensive and least available techniques, positron

Discrepancies across countries regarding policies and regulations (Prior-

emission tomography (PET), is available in a few centers across only 13

ity Rating: 34.9%, Time window: next 5-10 years). Significant discrepan-

LACs (and only nine have cyclotrons for the production of radiotracers).

cies are linked to institutional review boards.85 For instance, regulatory

Other advanced biomarker procedures, such as MRI/fMRI neuroimag-

agencies in Brazil and Argentina, two LACs hosting the largest num-

ing, are available only in specialized centers typically located in major

ber of clinical trials (Figure 2.B), impose additional restrictions beyond

cities.

those coming from international agreements. In Chile, the country with

Cost of biomarkers (Priority Rating: 41.4%, Time window: next 0-5

the third highest number of clinical trials (Figure 2.B), article 23 of

years). Biomarker procedures are expensive and such costs are not

Law 20584 (law on patients’ rights and duties), prohibits people who

routinely covered by public health care providers in LACs. Available

are unable to provide consent from participating in scientific research

Yet

studies.1 Of interest, countries reporting such barriers are at the fore-

the costs of these procedures are prohibitive even for national funding

front of clinical trials for dementia in the region, thus suggesting addi-

agencies in LACs. Regional studies on the validity of dementia biomark-

tional drivers of poor representativeness. Unfortunately, there are

ers rarely attract funds from national agencies and they are restricted

scant tools available for comparison and coordination in LAC, such as

to major research centers. Often such studies are co-funded or fully

regional registries or common multicentric protocols.

biomarkers are currently recommended for research

purposes.78

supported by international grants, which are also awarded to research

Lack of training in specialized centers and lack of capacity building (Pri-

groups hosted by major research centers. Hence, challenges linked to

ority Rating: 32.9%, Time window: next 5-10 years). Clinical trials in LACs

access, coverage, and costs of biomarker in LACs seem to overlap.

seem restricted to a few centers with competitive infrastructure and

Complexity of causal mechanisms (Priority Rating: 20.7%, Time window:

capacity. Such is the case of the Neuroscience Group of the Univer-

next 5-10 years). A third challenge, not restricted to LACs, is the reliabil-

sity of Antioquia in Colombia, which launched the Alzheimer’s Preven-

ity of available biomarkers to unveil pathognomonic features of demen-

tion Initiative (API).86 This collaborative multi-partner initiative sup-

tia. Biomarkers seem to be more reliable only in centers with high pre-

ports an autosomal dominant AD trial and seeks other AD treatments.

test dementia prevalence.81 This normally applies to specialized cen-

Beyond such examples, most clinical and research centers do not meet

ters in LACs that host memory clinics. Because only a limited number

basic requirements for clinical trials, such as the use of harmonized

of patients will have access to such services, the feasibility of costly

practices, adherence to standardized diagnostic procedures, and avail-

and still non-specific dementia biomarkers in LACs needs to be further

ability of genetic counseling. Although this area was not rated as a

assessed. For instance, conversion rates to Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

priority, there seems to be consensus that its associated challenges

after 5-year follow-up is about 50% for biomarkers positive (Amyloid

need prioritization. As an unexplored region for clinical trials, LACs har-

+ Tau + Neurodegeneration: A-T-N+ patients).82 Inspections revealed

bor opportunities that are still unknown. Hence, training and capacity

that only two patients had the A-T-N+ profile, one of whom received

building are key priorities.

the diagnosis of hippocampal sclerosis probably due to TDP43 proteinopathy and the other was inconclusive. However, other authors83
recently reported that some individuals with amnestic MCI progressed

3.5

Networking and translational research

to clinical AD dementia within all four major A/T/N groups including
A-T+N+ and A-T-N-. They suggested that when selecting individuals

Finally, only 14.5% of the experts rated Networking and Translational

for research, a combination of the A/T/N framework and clinical status

Research within the top two priority areas. Within this area, challenges

may be necessary because the prognostic value of the former depends

included, in order of relevance, (a) limited government support, specific

on the latter. An interesting single case was recently published that

policies and national plans; (b) need of large-scale databases; (c) poor trans-

sheds new light on the causal mechanisms of AD dementia and the

lational research; and (d) low regional research productivity and innova-

A/T/N framework.84

tions.
Health research, mainly concerning neurology and dementia, has
been systematically overlooked in LACs. For many decades, regional

3.4

Clinical trials in LACs

research has been limited by lower levels of production, restricted
financial and human resources, lack of government support, and almost

Poor regional representativeness of trials in LACs (Priority Rating: 40.1%,

absent policies, interventions, or national plans.87,88 With some excep-

Time window: next 5-10 years). Our review of clinical trials in LACs (see

tions, most active groups develop short-term research agendas and
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work in isolation without support from international initiatives.89

knowledge production). The suggested actions stem from the evidence

Among some selected regional initiatives identified in this work (see

supporting the challenges identified in Section 3, the recommendations

Annex 3 for representative research projects in the region, and Fig-

summarized in Panel 2, and the future strategies to set the context for

ure 2.C), we found isolated efforts, replication of studies from HICs

the KtAF (Supplementary Material 3).

without adequate harmonization and adaptation to local contexts, and
a lack of regional research targeting dementia policies. Translational
research has emerged as a dominant driving force in diagnostic and

4.2

Action cycle of the KtAF

therapeutic advances in dementia,90,91 but only a few examples can be
found in LACs. Similarly, large-scale databases have been successfully

The action cycle is presented in Panel 2 (detailing proposed actions in

implemented in other regions92,93 but no similar initiatives have been

order of priority) and summarized in Figure 3. These actions are pre-

developed in LACs. To our knowledge, only an ongoing project from the

sented considering the timelines provided in Figure 1.

Inter American Developmental bank is developing a shared basic registry for Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay. Thus an urgent call for more
systematic networking and translational research is needed.
An interesting outcome from the survey is that the top two areas

4.2.1
The non-pharmacological interventions
workgroup

(detailed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2) comprise challenges that can be
largely addressed through coordinated and joint research efforts.

The Non-pharmacological Interventions Workgroup (LAC-NPI) will

However, areas that attracted lower ratings (Sections 3.3-3.5) com-

focus on better characterizing and reducing risk factors associated

prise challenges whose solutions are more reliant on political and gov-

with noncommunicable diseases (NCDs). To these aims, an initial set of

ernmental support. This suggests that low expectations could drive

evidence-based recommendations (Panel 2.A) will focus on challenges

such ratings, as LACs have long witnessed considerable political and

presented in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 3 above. The proposed

economic turmoil.

actions are:
∙ Expanding experiences from LACs involved in international initia-

4
4.1

PLAN FORMULATION
Implementation of the KtAF

tives shown in Panel 2.A to other countries in the region (Challenge:
LAC-specific risk factors).
∙ Supporting LACs to build and strengthen risk factor surveillance
capacity by incorporating the World Health Organization (WHO)

opment and implementation of a KtAF.14 Long-term actions based on

STEPwise approach to NCD (Challenge: LAC Specific risk factors).
∙ Supporting the development of National Dementia Plans capitaliz-

our KtAF include specific planning for (a) promoting integration at a

ing on experiences from LACs that have launched their plans and

regional level, (b) liaising with government representatives, (c) improv-

accrued evidence of their feasibility and impact (see Panel 2.A;

ing health systems, (d) supporting the implementation of network-

Challenges: LAC specific risk factors, drivers of cognitive reserve

ing and translational initiatives, and (e) allocating available regional

and resilience in LAC poorly understood, absence of country/region

resources to the LAC-KtAF (see Supplementary Material 3 for an analy-

comparative research and interventions, limited number of regional

sis of these actions). Such an integration requires an increase in the participation of affected people and their caregivers, government agen-

initiatives).
∙ Endorsing regional collaboration to increase understanding of cog-

cies, and various stakeholders in activities focusing on co-design and

nitive/brain maintenance, reserve, compensation, and resilience in

co-production.94 More interaction is needed between researchers and

older populations. Secondary data analysis capitalizing on local

policymakers to increase and improve health system provisions, and

databases and expanding such protocols to other countries con-

enhance networking and translational initiatives that enjoy support

stitute a first action (Challenge: drivers of cognitive reserve and

from government, legal, and policy agencies.95 These recommendations are aligned with the Alzheimer’s Disease International’s From

resilience in LAC poorly understood).
∙ Improving training and educational programs. The Atlantic Fel-

Plan to Impact call.96,97 For instance, discrepancies between the num-

lows program for Health Equity of the Global Brain Health Insti-

ber of research initiatives (eg, epidemiological studies, clinical trials,

tute (GBHI), in coordination with other ongoing initiatives from

and research, Figure 2A-C) and governmental policies aimed at sup-

the Alzheimer’s Association aimed at increasing leadership capac-

porting these initiatives (Figure 2.D) are striking. This indicates that

ity, can promote a dementia ambassador program that would assess

more work needs to be done with government and stakeholders to

awareness of and changes in lifestyle factors across LACs, and

ensure that available regional resources are allocated, which will be

refine the recommendations for an action plan (Challenges: LAC-

key to effectively developing and sustaining the KtAF proposed here.

specific risk factors, drivers of cognitive reserve and resilience in

The following sections address direct actions that constitute the oper-

LACs that are poorly understood, absence of country/region com-

ational architecture of the KtAF, supporting its transformative influ-

parative research and interventions, limited number of regional

ences and own growth through a dynamic knowledge cycle (ie, new

initiatives).

The knowledge base presented above paves the way toward the devel-
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F I G U R E 3 Knowledge-to-action framework. The diagram captures challenges posed by dementia and the related mapping of key actions. Such
actions may be linked to specific working groups that have been included in the framework. This approach comprises a biomarker framework
(LAC-BF), genetics and epidemiology workgroup (LAC-GEW), dementia platform (LAC-DP), clinical trial program (LAC-CTP), nonpharmacological
interventions (LAC-NPI), and an LAC network for translational research (LAC-NTR)

∙ Exploring opportunities for and barriers to implementing cognitive

or resilient98 common and unknown risk factors (such as obesity,

training and stimulation programs that use technology (eg, digital

smoking, sanitary conditions, depression, gender, genetics, and car-

care, virtual/augmented reality) as well as other emerging NPI (eg,

diovascular and cerebrovascular diseases,20,99 among others) for

reminiscence approaches such as music therapy, sporting memo-

dementia (Challenges: genetic-environmental conditions, diagnosis

ries, or animal assisted interventions) (challenge: absence of coun-

procedures).
∙ To identify the influence of lifelong factors on neurocognitive devel-

try/region comparative research and interventions, limited number
of regional initiatives).

opment, LACs would benefit from strategies offered by behavioral
insight approaches100 and systematic assessments of multimodal
sources of heterogeneity. A recent survey in >3000 health pro-

4.2.2

The genetic and epidemiology workgroup

fessionals working in aging suggest a strong interest in behavioral
insights and multimodal regional research73 (Challenges: genetic-

A Genetics and Epidemiology Workgroup (LAC-GEW) would focus on

environmental conditions, awareness and stigma, language barriers

recommendations presented in Panel 2.B, which will allow more LACs

and racial/ethnic diversity).
∙ To incorporate assessment protocols such as those developed by the

to be better represented in the current epidemiological landscape of
dementia. The actions to be promoted by LAC-GEW are:

Neuroscience Group of Antioquia, Colombia through which more
genetic variants of dementing illnesses (eg, Ile416Thr, a variant in

∙ Implementation of pan-LAC epidemiological studies and generation

PSEN1101 ) will be identified across the region. The implementation

of workshops on epidemiology and related issues supported by

of a regional manual for best practices for the dementia diagnosis

experts outside the region.16 These approaches will help boost

such those developed by LAC-CD102 (particularly from the Multi-

critical regional needs, such as the identification of cognitively

partner Consortium to Expand Dementia Research in Latin Amer-

vulnerable

ica, ReDLat, see Panel 2.C for specific recommendations) can help to
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harmonize procedures in local contexts (Challenge: diagnosis proce-

Aging (NIH/NIA) toward the validation of the LAC-BF. The combi-

dures).
∙ Implementation of training/education programs to increase knowl-

nation of these stakeholders, as well as local leadership, will help

edge and practice in topics relevant to mental health and demen-

works. One example is the Multi-partner Consortium to Expand

tia. The ReDLat training and certification program (currently for six

Dementia Research in Latin America (ReDLat), supported by the

LACs), included training on DNA procedures, clinical diagnosis and

Alzheimer’s Association, the NIH/NIA, the Tau Consortium, and

assessment, cognitive evaluation, and neuroimaging recordings and

the GBHI. This platform aims to identify the genetic and socioeco-

preprocessing, needs to be expanded to other countries (Challenge:

nomic/SDH risks of dementia (the cohort involves >4000 partici-

diagnosis procedures).

pants from LACs and a US team). It will also provide access to blood

address shortage of local funds and also expand available net-

∙ Development of a digital platform (regional database, Figure 3) to

biomarkers and is already supporting local parallel grant applica-

collect and share data across LACs following harmonized proce-

tions in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Brazil, Peru, and Mexico. Avail-

dures. An Inter-American Development Bank project is creating

able initiatives from NIA/NIH in the region can be synergistically

an initial registry in Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay, with potential

connected with other available multinational stakeholders (ie, Hori-

expansions to other countries (Challenges: diagnosis procedures,

zon 2020, Newton UK-Latin American programs). For instance, the

language barriers and racial/ethnic diversity)
∙ To incorporate recommendations from ADI’s Report on Stigmas70

Newton funds program has developed bilateral opportunities to

and work with LACs that participated in the generation of this report

and Peru). Collaboration with the NIA/NIH, the Alzheimer’s Associ-

to develop stigma reduction strategies. These can focus on social

ation, and the GBHI in a global context will be key to validate and

media campaigns (eg, #StillHere campaign by Alzheimer’s Society

disseminate the LAC-BF (Challenges: access and coverage, cost of

UK) or inter-generational approaches103 (Challenge: awareness and

biomarkers).
∙ Introduction of complementary affordable biomarkers based on

stigma).
∙ Increase

address social priorities for LACs (Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico,

genetic

cognitive assessment, eye-tracking, noninvasive peripheral mark-

on people living with dementia in LACs

ers (ie,plasma markers such as AB-42, ptau1,80 , and so on), and

and address issues related to genetic disclosure and counselling

multimodal neuroimaging107–109 (eg, EEG, MRI, fMRI, DTI), com-

(Challenges: genetic-environmental conditions, diagnosis proce-

bined with machine- and deep-learning algorithms. In a sec-

dures, awareness and stigma).

ond stage, newly validated tools and technical knowledge will

understanding

heterogeneity104–106

of

the

impact

of

∙ Promote support from local governments and international agen-

be made freely available via online platforms (eg, LAC-CD web-

cies to establish an LAC dementia observatory that can contribute

site, local institutions) (Challenges: access and coverage, cost of

to the global dementia observatory set up by the WHO (Challenges:

biomarkers).
∙ LAC-BF will help identify new causal mechanisms and improve our

genetic-environmental conditions, diagnosis procedures, awareness
and stigma, language barriers and racial/ethnic diversity).

understanding of the relationship between genotypes, clinical phenotypes, and the severity of neurodegeneration via ongoing and
forthcoming initiatives (eg, DIAN Latin America, ADNI, RedLat).

4.2.3

The biomarker framework

(Challenge: complexity of causal mechanisms).

The KtAF includes a Biomarker Framework (LAC-BF, Figure 3, Panel
2.B) that will support the validation of novel methodologies complemented and validated with current biomarker pipelines.78 The pro-

4.2.4

The clinical trial program

posed actions are:
The Clinical Trial Program (LAC-CTP) will focus on the challenges pre∙ Validation of this framework in hubs of the LAC-CD that can provide
the level of evidence required by the Amyloid + Tau + Neurodegen-

sented in Section 3.4 and supported by evidence-based recommendations shown in Panel 2.D. The proposed actions are:

eration (A/T/N) framework. These protocols, which have been preliminarily tested in LACs, can be easily implemented in institutions

∙ Identifying countries where prevention trials could be carried out.

hosting the required infrastructure, where validation of these novel

The experience gained by countries such as Colombia, together with

approaches against canonical biomarkers can be undertaken. LAC-

access to new populations affected, will allow for the expansion of

CD has currently implemented an ongoing survey, which aims to

initiatives such as API in the region. The country has developed

characterize the biomarker landscape in LAC. This will pave the way

a state-of-the-art infrastructure and professional training program

to future strategies of the LAC-BF. Through this process, these pro-

that can be expanded to other hubs in the region (Challenge: poor

tocols will continue to be refined to reflect appropriate approaches

representativeness of trials in LAC).
∙ Linking regional clinical trial programs (Figure 2.B) with national

for biomarker use (Challenges: access and coverage, cost of
biomarkers).
∙ Strengthening LAC-CD partnership with the Alzheimer’s Association and the National Institute of Health/National Institute on

regulatory agencies to harmonize regional policies on future multicountry clinical trials (Challenge: discrepancies across countries
regarding policies and regulations).
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∙ Promoting the development of trial-ready cohorts capitalizing on
data gathered by the Genetics and Epidemiology Workgroup (LAC-

5
MONITORING KNOWLEDGE USE AND
GENERATION VIA THE KTAF

GEW) and hosted by the dementia platform (LAC-DP). LAC-CTP
should rely on experiences from international (eg, EPAD, DIAN) and

Evaluation of the outcomes based upon the knowledge and establish-

regional initiatives such as FLENI experience in ADNI (Argentina),

ment of strategies to sustain ongoing applications are two key steps of

DIAN in several LACs, and API in Colombia (Challenge: poor repre-

planned change theories that should guide the KtAF actions.14,15 The

sentativeness of trials in LAC).
∙ Accelerating research relying on LACs’ brain banks. Local available

different workgroups supporting such architecture will become the

brain banks could be more extensively connected across the net-

generated. Via such tools, LAC-CD will monitor knowledge and its use,

work for translational research (LAC-NTR, Figure 2: Challenge poor

evaluate the outcomes of using such knowledge, and feed these out-

representativeness of trials in LAC).

comes back into the operational architecture of the KtAF to strengthen

channels through which advances will be deployed and new knowledge

∙ Launching a Clinical Trial Training Program led by reference cen-

it and expand its scope. To make LAC-CD’s KtAF operational, addi-

ters in the region (eg, Neuroscience Group from Antioquia, Colom-

tional strategies will be needed (these are summarized in Supplemen-

bia, FLENI from Argentina) and supported by international initia-

tary Material 3).

tives such as API to improve local infrastructure and expertise (Chal-

It is worth noting that the challenges, supporting evidence, and

lenge: lack of training in specialized centers and lack of capacity

ensuing actions here proposed are far from exhaustive. LACs host vast

building).

challenges, which are beyond the scope of this work. The actions here
presented are aimed at providing an initial set of tools that can allow
regional teams to use available knowledge and address priorities. By

4.2.5

The network for translational research

implementing these actions and revising their outcomes, we anticipate
our agenda will allow us to explore the feasibility of the KtAF to address

The implementation of a network for translational research (LAC-NTR)

the challenges here discussed and to unveil new challenges.

will require the harmonization of resources and logistics, formulation
of regional standardized data-sharing guidelines,110 training of human
resources, and promotion of a culture of collaboration. Some research

6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

groups are already working on relevant clinical issues in dementia8,33
(Figure 2.C, Annex 3). The actions promoted by LAC-NTR are:

The key actions proposed here closely adhere to a rapidly changing
landscape of dementia at a global level and provide a specific frame-

∙ Establishing a Latin American network for translational research

work for the LAC regional workforce. The framework shall become the

(LAC-NTR), which would articulate the efforts of scientists, clin-

engine of a sustained dialogue to translate differences into shared con-

icians, pharmaceutical leaders, and government representatives.

cerns and to map these onto regional actions. The framework will raise

One representative case is the public-private Geroscience program

awareness of where knowledge and resources should be more quickly

in Chile, which integrates basic and clinic research, as well as animal

deployed, promote equitable growth of those regions in the least favor-

and human models of aging and neurodegeneration (Challenges: lim-

able positions, and thus guide more balanced regional development

ited government support, specific policies and national plans, need

through organized and coordinated agendas that effectively link local,

for large-scale databases, poor translational research, low regional

regional, and global needs to local, regional, and global support.

research productivity, and innovations).
∙ Implementing IT platforms to collaborate and share resources
related to registries, regional brain banks, telecare, training, and

7

PANELS

post-diagnosis support (Challenge: specific policies and national
plans, need of large-scale databases).

7.1

Panel 1 Aims of this Policy Forum

∙ Supporting collaborative work in the region with specific brain banks
with ongoing initiatives such as UndoAD (a Colombo-German consortium hosting brain banks of rare gene mutations) or the Biobank
for Aging Studies of the University of São Paulo. Such resources are
unique assets for supporting drug discovery programs. (Challenge:
need of large-scale databases).
∙ Working with relevant partners such as the Alzheimer’s Association

- To describe a set of specific LAC priority areas, actions, and recommendations that stem from well-characterized challenges.
- To present a knowledge-to-action framework built on the complex
interaction of barriers and needs specific to LACs.
- To assess the alignment of LACs’ needs and their potential links to
the local and global dementia challenge.

and the GBHI to launch the Latin-American Congress on Demen-

- To suggest specific actions and recommendations for the future

tia. These partnerships will also provide an educational program for

management of dementia in LACs, highlighting how challenges

a new generation of leaders in dementia (Challenge: low regional

can be turned into unprecedented opportunities, and to provide

research productivity and innovations).

recommendations to policymakers, funding agencies, and other
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stakeholders for future investments that can shift the regional

learned from such strategies should be expanded to other LACs.

dementia context.

For example, as part of the API, the Neuroscience Group of Antioquia, Colombia, has developed pre-screening tools and genealogical
interviews to increase recruitment in clinical trials. In addition, in

8
Panel 2 EVIDENCE-BASED
RECOMMENDATIONS TOWARD THE PLAN
FORMULATION OF THE LAC-CD’S KTAF

2014, Argentina implemented a translational medicine program for
the research, diagnosis, and treatment of AD in public institutions
(PBIT/09). In this context, the Alzheimer Genetics in Argentina consortium was created. Registries of genetic presentation may also

A. Risk factors and non-pharmacological interventions

help better characterize prevalence and boost future drug discovery and prevention.

1. New initiatives have been recently launched in partnership with
international projects such as Strengthening Responses to Demen-

C. Situating the biomarkers agenda in the region

tia in Developing Countries (STRiDE) across several LACs. The
Finnish Geriatric Intervention Study to Prevent Cognitive Impair-

1. LAC-CD has access to unique populations of individuals who carry

ment and Disability (FINGER), now extended worldwide through

autosomal dominant mutations that lead to various forms of neu-

World Wide FINGERS, is also involved in LACs via the support of the

rodegenerative diseases that cause dementia. By capitalizing on

Alzheimer’s Association and the WW-FINGERS leadership. There is

such populations, LAC-CD can support the validation of low-

great potential in LACs to support WW-FINGERS’ remit.

cost biomarkers, which can help in the preclinical detection of

2. Based on ADI’s 2019 report on Latin America, only Chile, Costa

dementia.

Rica, Cuba, Mexico, and Puerto Rico have a national dementia plan

2. Moreover, by capitalizing on such populations, LAC-CD can con-

(in Argentina the plan has been discontinued). Such experiences can

tribute unique knowledge about the causal mechanisms of demen-

be used to support the advancement of new dementia plans in other

tia and the relationships between genotypes and phenotypes across

LACs.

neurodegenerative diseases. For example, The Multi-partner Con-

3. LACs offer a suitable context for further expanding theories on cog-

sortium to Expand Dementia Research in Latin America (RedLat,

nitive reserve and resilience and their impact on the neurobiology

supported by the supported by the National Institute on Aging, the

of dementia by weighting the differential impact of unequal SDH.

Alzheimer’s Association, the Tau Consortium, and the Global Brain

Some research centers and groups in LAC have developed local

Health Institute [GBHI]), aims to provide accurate and representa-

databases (eg, Neuroscience Group of Antioquia) and have been

tive evidence of genetic and sociocultural drivers of dementia phe-

systematically collecting data from populations that hold different
risks for dementia.

notypes in LAC.
3. LACs host expertise to embark on initiatives that can help harmo-

4. Although computerized cognitive training programs have yielded

nize biomarker practices. LAC centers hosting such an expertise can

mixed findings, available results are promising. However, efforts are

become hubs of the biomarker agenda, which can support training

needed in LACs to overcome geographical, socioeconomic, and cultural barriers that can pose further challenges to technology-driven
interventions.

and validation.
4. Emerging initiatives that rely on affordable methodologies such as
EEG can support the validation of low-cost biomarkers in LAC (eg,
the UK–Latin America Brain Connectivity Research Network).

B. Toward accurate epidemiological data

5. New innovative industry-led methodologies are emerging, which
hold cultural validity and can be easily introduced in primary care

1. A lifelong approach to dementia should be adopted, akin to the life

settings in LACs.

course model proposed by the Lancet International Commission on
Dementia Prevention and Care, but it should focus on key features

D. Enhancing LACs’ capacity to conduct clinical trials

of LACs that can contribute to the understanding of the epidemiology and genetics of dementia at a more global level. Accurate

1. Recommendations highlight the need to interact with national reg-

genetic and epidemiological information will help raise awareness

ulatory agencies to harmonize policies on future clinical trials in the

and promote a positive dementia culture.

region

2. The influence of diversity and disparities (based on genetic, linguis-

2. LACs hold unique strengths to develop trial-ready cohorts. By

tic, ethnic, cultural, literacy, and education factors) is a growing area

capitalizing on international experiences (eg, EPAD) and ongoing

of interest, which is still poorly understood. The racial, ethnic, and

regional initiatives (eg, ADNI and DIAN, API in Colombia), such

linguistic diversity of LACs, along with the marked heterogeneity of

cohorts can grant access to unique populations that would become

educational backgrounds, make this region attractive for accelerat-

appealing to pharmacological trials focusing on secondary preven-

ing research on the interplay of sociodemographic factors.
3. Regarding genetics, LACs have pioneered strategies leading to the
establishment of worldwide initiatives, such as the API. Lessons

tion such as those supported by the API.
3. LAC hosts unique brain banks that can support translational
research in the region and beyond.
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